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We study formation and screening of local magnetic moments in the two-band Hubbard model in
the presence of Hund exchange interaction using dynamic mean field theory approach. The charac-
teristic temperatures of the formation, beginning and full screening of local magnetic moments are
obtained from the analysis of temperature dependence of the orbital, charge, and spin susceptibili-
ties, as well as the respective instantaneous correlation functions. At half filling we find the phase
diagram, which is similar to the single-orbital case with wide region of formation of local magnetic
moments below the orbital Kondo temperature. Similarly to the single-orbital case, with decreas-
ing temperature the screening of local magnetic moments is preceded by appearance of fermionic
quasiparticles. In the two-band case the quasiparticles are however present also in some tempera-
ture region above the Mott insulating phase. At finite doping we find broad regime of presence of
local magnetic moments, which coexist with incoherently or coherently moving holes. We also find,
similarly to the half filled case, finite temperature interval in the doped regime, when the fermionic
quasiparticles are formed, but do not yet screen local magnetic moments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of Hund metals (HM) was introduced [1–
9] to distinguish the substances where strong electron
correlations are induced by Hund exchange from those
where Coulomb interaction yields proximity to Mott in-
sulating (MI) phase. The Hund metal behavior is ob-
tained in iron pnictides [2, 6, 10, 11], ruthenates [12, 13],
elemental iron [14–17], as well as some other transition
metals [16, 18], and their compounds [19]. Some as-
pects of the physics of high-temperature superconductors
can be also described by an effective two-band model, in
which Hund exchange plays an important role [20, 21].

It was suggested in Refs. [5, 7] that Hund metals
are characterised by the so called spin-orbital separation,
which corresponds to freezing of orbital degrees of free-
dom below the orbital Kondo temperature TK,orb. The
latter temperature is much higher, than the Kondo tem-
perature for the spin degrees of freedom TK . This sep-
aration gives a possibility for the so called spin freezing
[1] to occur at sufficiently low temperatures when the or-
bital degrees of freedom are not active. The spin freezing
yields formation of local magnetic moments, which are
important for magnetic and thermodynamic properties
of Hund metals.

The number of previous studies have contrasted the
Hund metals to multi-band systems in the proximity to
Mott insulating state at integer fillings, different from
half filling (the so called Hundness vs. Mottness behav-
ior), see, e.g., Refs. [3–7, 22–24]. At the same time, one
can conjecture that the HM state away from half filling
inherits to some extent its properties from the proximity
the Mott state at half filling. This conjecture is con-
firmed by studies of the doping dependence of electronic,
charge, and magnetic properties in broad range of dop-
ings (see, e.g., Refs. [3, 4, 7, 23]). In particular, the Hund

metal behavior occurs with doping in the same part of
the phase diagram, which is Mott insulating at half fill-
ing, and enhanced on approaching half filling.
Since the properties of Mott transition at half filling

in multi-orbital models are similar to those in the single-
orbital model, the HM state finds some similarities to the
proximity of Mott state in the single-band system. In-
deed, the temperature scales of start of the formation of
local magnetic moments and beginning of their screening
in single-band systems were actively discussed recently
[25–29], and it was found that the temperature of the be-
ginning of formation of local magnetic moments appears
to be much higher, than the temperature of the onset
of the screening. The former temperature is therefore
analogous to that for the orbital freezing in multi-band
system.
Finding similarities and differences in the formation of

local magnetic moments in single- and multi-band sys-
tems allows therefore for better understanding of the
physical properties of Hund metals, especially in the most
important regime of the unscreened local magnetic mo-
ments, which are expected to form in the temperature
range TK < T < TK,orb. In particular, this study may re-
veal peculiarities of the local magnetic moment formation
in multi-band systems at half filling, as well as uncover
the reasons of their stability with doping.
To emphasize various aspects of the similarity and dif-

ferences of the Mott transition in the single-orbital model
and Hund metal behavior in multi-orbital model, we con-
sider in the present paper the phase diagrams of the two-
orbital model in the presence of Hund exchange interac-
tion. The important effect of Hund coupling for reduction
of the critical interaction and formation local magnetic
moments was emphasized in this model at half filling in
previous DMFT studies [30–32]. Ref. [33] has performed
investigations of various instabilities at and away from
half filling. The differences of Mottness and Hundness
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behavior were studied for this model away from half fill-
ing in Refs. [23, 34].

In the present paper we concentrate on the evolution
of local magnetic moments with temperature, interac-
tion, and doping, starting from the proximity to the
Mott transition at half filling. We show that the effect
of Hund exchange is crucial for the properties of LMM
in the considered two-orbital model. By studying variety
of physical observables within the dynamical mean-field
theory (DMFT), we find the temperatures of the start
of the formation of local magnetic moments, appearing
well-defined fermionic quasiparticles (QP), and the on-
set of screening of local magnetic moments. We show
that these scales are essentially different and comprise
the phase diagram at half filling, which is similar to that
obtained previously for the single-orbital case.

Yet, away from half filling we find that in contrast
to the single-orbital model, the local magnetic moments
exist also in the unscreened phase in a broad range of
doping levels. This allows us to connect our observations
in the vicinity of half filling to previous studies of the
doped multi-band Hubbard model, see, e.g., Ref. [23].

The plan of the paper is the following. In Sect. II
we formulate the model and the physical observables we
study; in Sect. III we consider the properties of the half
filled system, and in Sect IV we consider the off half filled
case. Finally, in Sect. V we present Conclusions.

II. THE MODEL AND CONSIDERED
OBSERVABLES

We consider the two-band Hubbard model with Ising
symmetry of Hund exchange on the square lattice (the
obtained results are however expected to be qualitatively
applicable for an arbitrary density of states)

H =
∑

ij,m,σ

(tij − µδij)c
+
imσcjmσ + U

∑
im

nim↑nim↓ (1)

+
∑

i,m<m′,σσ′

(U ′ − Jδσσ′)nimσnim′σ′ ,

where c†imσ(cimσ) is the electron creation (destruction)
operator at site i, orbital m = 1, 2 and spin σ, σ′ =↑, ↓;
nimσ = c†imσcimσ is the electron number operator, µ
is the chemical potential, and tij = −t for the nearest
neighbor sites. We assume the interorbital Coulomb in-
teraction U ′ = U − 2J . As the unit of energy we use
the half bandwidth D = 4t = 1. In the majour part
of calculations (if not stated differently) we fix the value
of Hund exchange interaction J = U/4, which roughly
corresponds to the Hund exchange in transition metals.

We use the dynamic mean field theory [35], by mapping
the lattice model to the quantum impurity model, subject
to the self-consistency condition. To trace the formation
of local moments we calculate in the self-consistent solu-

tion of DMFT the local spin susceptibility,

χs(T ) =

∫ β

0

⟨Sz
i (τ)S

z
i (0)⟩ dτ, (2)

where Sz
i = Sz

i,1+Sz
i,2, S

z
i,m = (1/2)(c+im↑cim↑−c+im↓cim↓)

is the spin projection at the site i and imaginary time τ ,
β = 1/T (Boltzmann’s constant is put to unity). We
also consider the local static charge susceptibility (local
charge compressibility)

χc(T ) =
dn

dµ
=

∫ β

0

(
⟨ni(τ)ni(0)⟩ − n2

)
dτ, (3)

where ni(τ) =
∑

m ni,m(τ), ni,m(τ) =
∑

σ nimσ, and
the change of the chemical potential dµ acts only at the
impurity site, the orbital susceptibility

χorb(T ) =
1

4

∫ β

0

⟨(ni,1(τ)− ni,2(τ))

× (ni,1(0)− ni,2(0))⟩dτ, (4)

as well as the square of the instantaneous local magnetic
moment〈

S2
i

〉
=
〈
(Si,1 + Si,2)

2
〉

= 3n/4− 3 ⟨nim↑nim↓⟩+ 2
〈
Sz
i,1S

z
i,2

〉
. (5)

Apart from that, we study the frozen spin ratio [1]

Rs =
⟨Sz

i (β/2)S
z
i (0)⟩

⟨(Sz
i )

2⟩
, (6)

which characterizes the degree of the local magnetic mo-
ment formation.
For computations, we use the continuous-time quan-

tum Monte Carlo (CT-QMC) impurity solver, imple-
mented in the iQIST software package [36, 37]. The an-
alytical continuation of the fermionic spectral functions
is performed using anacont package [38].

III. RESULTS AT HALF FILLING

One of the hallmarks of Hund metals is the spin-orbital
separation [5, 7], which implies strong difference of spin-
and orbital Kondo temperatures. To obtain an orbital
Kondo temperature TK,orb, which sets the upper bound-
ary of the temperature of formation of local magnetic
moments, we consider the orbital susceptibility (4) as an
indicator of changes in the interorbital balance of fill-
ings (see Fig. 1). We identify TK,orb with the inflection
point of the logarithmic temperature dependence of the
squared effective orbital momentum µ2

orb = Tχorb. One
can see that the obtained temperature dependence im-
plies suppression of the orbital susceptibility in the low
temperature regime T < TK,orb ∼ 0.5t, which will be
mainly considered below.
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FIG. 1. (Color online). Temperature dependence of the
square of the orbital moment for different values of the
Coulomb interaction U . The Kondo temperature TK,orb is
obtained from the inflection points of the Tχorb(T ), which
are marked with gray circles.

On the other hand, the spin Kondo temperature can
be determined from the temperature dependence of the
effective local magnetic moment µ2

eff (T ) = Tχs(T ), de-
termined by the spin susceptibility. Similarly to the or-
bital Kondo temperatures, we determine TK from the
inflection point of the logarithmic temperature depen-
dence µ2 = Tχs(T ) (Fig. 2), since the usually used
fit to the universal dependence of µ(T ) for the Kondo
model (see, e.g., Refs. [27, 28, 39, 40] for the single-
band model), is not fully applicable to the considered
two-band model in view of the spin anisotropy, induced
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FIG. 2. (Color online). Temperature dependence of the
square of the effective local magnetic moment µ2

eff = Tχs

for different values of the Coulomb interaction U . The Kondo
temperatures TK obtained from the inflection points of the
Tχs(T ) dependencies, are marked with gray circles. The or-
bital Kondo temperatures TK,orb are marked by black crosses.
Gray stars indicate the spin Kondo temperatures calculated
with the fit of Tχs(T ) dependence to the S = 1 Kondo model.
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FIG. 3. (Color online). Temperature dependence of lo-
cal static charge susceptibility χc at various values of the
Coulomb interaction U and Hund coupling constant J = U/4.
Gray circles indicate local maxima of χc. The orbital Kondo
temperatures TK,orb are shown by black crosses. The tem-
perature dependencies of charge compressibility at J = 0 and
U = 0.6, U = 2.0 are shown by upper and lower solid lines
without symbols. The shaded area marks the range of χc val-
ues for interactions between U = 0.6 and U = 2.0.

by the density-density form of the interaction in Eq. (1).
One can see that for not too small U the correspond-
ing Kondo temperatures are substantially smaller than
TK,orb, but remain substantially higher than in the single-
orbital case [27, 28] because of the presence of more chan-
nels of screening.

To study the possibility of the formation and subse-
quent screening of local magnetic moments in the tem-
perature range TK < T < TK,orb, following previous
works [27, 28], we consider the temperature dependence
of charge susceptibility (see Fig. 3). One can see that for
U ≥ 1.2, a local maximum of χc(T ) is observed, which
characterizes the beginning of the formation of local mag-
netic moments in this region. With a further decrease in
temperature, for 1.2 ≤ U < 1.4, a minimum of χc(T ) is
observed with the subsequent increase, which is associ-
ated with the screening of local moments by conduction
electrons, as was previously described for the single-band
model [27, 28]. For U ≥ 1.4, it is noticeable that the min-
imum of χc(T ) is absent and the screening does not oc-
cur, which is the signature of an insulating-like behavior
in this region. The orbital Kondo temperatures are also
marked in the figure; as one can see, for not too small
U they are in close proximity to the beginning of the
formation of local moments, which indicates a significant
influence of interorbital correlations on the formation of
this phase.

The obtained temperature dependencies of the orbital
susceptibility can be compared to those with “switched
off” Hund exchange (J = 0). In the latter case the lo-
cal charge susceptibility predominantly increases with de-
creasing temperature, which indicates that the insulator
region is located at higher values of U (U ∼ 2.3). There-
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FIG. 4. (Color online). Temperature dependence of the
square of local magnetic moment ⟨S2

i ⟩ (main plot), the in-
terorbital spin correlator ⟨Sz

1S
z
2 ⟩ (upper right plot), and the

intraorbital (single-orbital) double occupation −⟨nm↑nm↓⟩
(lower right) at various values of the Coulomb interaction
U . Open and filled circles indicate maxima of ⟨Sz

1S
z
2 ⟩ and

−⟨nm↑nm↓⟩ respectively. Filled triangles mark local minima
of χc, and pentagons mark local maxima.

fore, the noticable effect of Hund exchange is in the low-
ering of the metal-insulator Coulomb repulsion, which
allows for having TK ≪ TK,orb

To find the temperatures of (almost) full formation
of local magnetic moments, we consider maxima of the
mean square ⟨S2

i ⟩ (see Fig. 4, main plot). This allows us
to distinguish the regions of formation (increase of ⟨S2

i ⟩
with decrease of T ), maximal saturation, and screening
of the LMM (decrease of ⟨S2

i ⟩). As one can see, in agree-
ment with the observations from local charge susceptibil-
ity the screening occurs only when U < 1.4.
In contrast to the single-orbital case, there are two dif-

ferent contributions to ⟨S2
i ⟩ according to the Eq. (5). The

upper inset in Fig. 4 shows the interorbital spin correla-
tor ⟨Sz

1S
z
2 ⟩, which originates from Hund exchange, while

the lower inset shows the contribution of the tempera-
ture dependence of the single-orbital double occupation
−⟨nm↑nm↓⟩. The latter quantity reflects the strength of
the intra-orbital correlations. As one can see, the tem-
perature dependencies of these quantities are similar, but
their maxima are achieved at different temperatures (as
noted on the main plot). That is, with decrease of tem-
perature, correlations first set within each orbital, and
then between the orbitals. One can also see that the
minima of the temperature dependence of charge sus-
ceptibility, discussed above, correspond to the maxima
of the intraorbital correlations. While in the single-band
model the maxima of the intra-orbital correlations (which
also correspond to the maxima of charge compressibility)
were associated with the onset of the screening, presence
of the interorbital contribution in the two-band model
shifts the actual onset of the screening to lower tempera-
tures. We therefore further use the maximum of the full
squared moment ⟨S2

i ⟩ rather than the minimum of charge
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FIG. 5. (Color online). Temperature dependence of “frozen
spin ratio” Rs, Eq. (6) for different values of the Coulomb
interaction U . Open circles indicate maxima of ⟨S2

i ⟩ and filled
triangles mark spin Kondo temperatures TK .

compressibility as a criterion of the onset of the screen-
ing. This criterion also appears applicable in the doped
case, in contrast to the charge compressibility, which is
sensitive to the presence of free charge curriers [28], see
further discussion below in Sect. IV.

Let us compare the obtained temperature dependen-
cies of charge- and spin susceptibilities to those of the
frozen spin ratio (6), see Fig. 5. At the transition from
the metallic-like to insulating-like state, obtained above
from the temperature dependence of charge susceptibil-
ity, the temperature dependence of frozen spin ratio also
changes from decreasing to increasing with the decrease
of temperature at low T , which corresponds to difference
between screened and unscreened LMM in the metallic-
like and insulating-like regimes. The value Rs > 1/2 was
suggested in pioneering study of Ref. [1] as a criterion for
the local magnetic moment formation. One can see that
this criterion is fulfilled in the insulating-like regime and
in the metallic regime it is fulfilled above the temperature
of full screening of LMM (i.e. the Kondo temperature
TK). At the temperature of the beginning of screening,
which was associated above with the maximum of the
square of instantaneous of local magnetic moment ⟨S2

i ⟩,
we observe a rapid decrease in Rs. Therefore, with the
onset of screening both the amplitude of the total mo-
ment and its stability over time τ decreases. This also
confirms the consistency of the methods for determin-
ing the behavior of the LMM. At high temperatures we
observe a plateau Rs ∼ 0.9, which appears due to con-
sideration of a short imaginary time interval β/2 at large
T . Therefore, the temperature dependence of the frozen
spin ratio does not reflect the onset of local magnetic
moment formation.

In order to see peculiarities of the electronic properties
in various regimes, we also consider the frequency depen-
dencies of the local spectral functions, which represent
the density of states of interacting electrons (see Fig. 6).
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FIG. 6. (Color online). Temperature evolution of local spectral functions A(ν) at different U . The dotted lines mark the ν = 0
boundary, indicating the density of electronic states at the Fermi level.

At small U = 1.0 we find van Hove singularity of the
density of states at low temperatures which is smeared
by thermal fluctuations, so that the corresponding evo-
lution of the density of states is only weakly affected
by the interaction effects. However, at somewhat larger

/t
-10 -5 0 5 10
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=
0
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)

5U
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FIG. 7. (Color online). Frequency dependence of the differ-
ence between spectral functions AU − AU=0.6. The dotted
lines mark the boundaries of the excitation energy ±(U +
J)/2 = ±5U/8 (for each U), corresponding to the state |σ, σ⟩.

U = 1.35 we find formation of Hubbard subbands at suf-
ficiently low temperatures. To analyze in more detail the
shape of the spectral functions in the temperature range
0.2 < T < 0.4 we show in Fig. 7 the difference of spectral
function A(ν) at T = 0.3 to that at small U = 0.6 (we
have verified that further decrease of the interaction does
not affect the result). One can see that the interaction
U leads to redistribution of the spectral weight from the
center of the band (i.e. from the Fermi level) to the en-
ergy ≃ ±(U + J)/2 = ±5U/8 (at the corresponding U).
As we show in Appendix, this excitation energy refers to
the energy of adding (removing) electrons to (from) the
state |σ, σ⟩, showing that in this region, the formation of
local magnetic moments actually occurs.

At lower temperatures in the metallic region (Fig.
6), both, the quasiparticle peak and the Hubbard sub-
bands at the energy ±(U + J)/2 exist. Their simul-
taneous appearance shows screening of local magnetic
moment, cf. Refs. [27, 28]. In contrast to the single-
orbital model, the narrower side peaks with the energies
±(5J −U)/2 = ±U/8 appear as well in this regime. The
latter peaks correspond to removing (or adding) electron
from (to) the |↑↓, 0⟩ state, which appear as a part of the
processes of local magnetic moment screening. On the
other hand, at large U we find the gap of the spectral
function, which is continuously filled with temperature.
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FIG. 8. (Color online). Interaction dependence of the imag-
inary part of zero-frequency self-energy at various values of
the temperature T . Colored circles indicate points of rapid
growth of Γ = −ImΣ(0), obtained from largest curvature.

The most complex behavior is observed near the Mott
transition (see, e.g., the result for U = 1.4). It can be
seen that at low temperatures there is a strong dip at the
Fermi level due to insulating behavior, which, however,
turns into a quasiparticle peak with increasing tempera-
ture. Next, a region of the formed local moment is ob-
served, which is also noticeable from the suppression of
the spectral function at the Fermi level.

The transition to the insulating-like state at U ≈ 1.4
can be further confirmed by loss of coherence of the quasi-
particles as reflected by the quasiparticle damping, esti-
mated as an imaginary part of the electronic self-energy
Γ = −ImΣ(0) in Fig. 8. Indeed, crossing the border
U ≈ 1.4, the damping rapidly increases, while to the left
of this border, as can be seen, Γ changes only slightly
with a change in U and T . We associate the transition to
the insulating-like behavior with the increase of damping,
characterised by the maximum of the second derivative.
One can see that the obtained boundary between the
metallic-like and insulating-like behavior coincides with
that, obtained from the change of the temperature depen-
dence of local charge compressibility, which is suppressed
at U ≳ 1.4.
The obtained boundaries of various regimes are shown

in the phase diagram for half filling in Fig. 9. As in ear-
lier works [27, 28], at sufficiently large temperatures and
Coulomb interactions we find the preformed local mo-
ment regime (PLM). The upper temperature boundary
of PLM regime, determined by the sharp increase of the
quasiparticle damping, is quite close to the line of charge
compressibility maxima and, at sufficiently large U , to
the orbital Kondo temperature TK,orb, which indicates
the correctness of determining the characteristic temper-
atures TK,orb. This fact also confirms considering the
orbital screening temperature TK,orb as start of the lo-
cal magnetic moment formation in the presence of Hund
exchange. With decrease of temperature PLM regime

1.0 1.5 2.0
U

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

T

FL

SCR

PLM

MI

QP

c

QP damping at Fermi

QP peak at Fermi

QP peak collapseTK, orb

max of LMM

TK

max of

FIG. 9. (Color online). The obtained phase diagram at half
filling. The orange dotted line (crosses) shows the orbital
Kondo temperatures. The local maxima of χc(T ) are shown
by violet line (triangles). The preformed local moment (PLM)
region, bounded by the increase of QP damping (open circles)
and appearance of QP peak of the spectral function (stars),
is indicated by the purple shaded area. The violet line (dia-
monds) marks the suppression of QP peak. The red shaded
region (SCR) corresponds to the LMM screening regime,
bounded by the maxima of the instantaneous magnetic mo-
ment (squares). The solid red line (without squares) indicates
the maxima of the intraorbital moment, and the dashed line
indicates the maxima of interorbital correlations. The dark
shaded area (FL) indicates the Fermi liquid phase, bounded
by the respective Kondo temperatures (crosses). The Mott
insulator (MI) region is shown by the violet area determined
from the quasiparticle damping. Between the PLM and SCR
modes there is a regime of appearance of quasiparticle peak
in the absence of pronounced screening (QP).

changes first to the quasiparticle regime (QP), which
precedes the screening of LMM (SCR regime) similarly
to the single orbital case [28]. However, for considered
two-band model this regime “penetrates” into the region
above the insulating phase and has the boundary, which
behaves non-monotonically with change of temperature
and Coulomb repulsion. At sufficiently strong interaction
(above the mott insulating phase) the QP peak collapses
with decreasing temperature. Finally, in the FL regime
the fully screened local moment Fermi liquid state occurs.

IV. RESULTS AWAY FROM HALF FILLING

In this section, we consider what changes in the above
discussed observables with doping. In accordance with
the consideration of previous Section, we determine first
the orbital Kondo temperatures from the inflection points
of the Tχorb(T ) dependence (Fig. 10). It is noticeable
that in agreement with earlier results [7], TK,orb is almost
unchanged with doping. Therefore, orbital correlations
are not strongly dependent on the concentration of elec-
trons.
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FIG. 10. (Color online). Temperature dependence of the
square of the orbital moment for various fillings n (U = 1.4).
The Kondo temperature TK,orb is obtained from the inflection
points of the Tχorb(T ), which are marked with filled circles.

We consider in the following the case in the vicinity
of the metal-insulator transition (U = 1.4) and the insu-
lating phase at half filling (U = 1.6). The temperature
dependence of charge compressibility (Fig. 11) changes
with doping similarly to the single-band case [28]. In par-
ticular, instead of the maximum (start of the formation
of LMM), followed by the minimum, corresponding to be-
ginning of screening of LMM, for n ≲ 1.8 it increases with
decrease of temperature due to sufficiently large number
of free charge carriers (i.e. holes), and has a maximum
at approximately the same temperature, where the mini-
mum of the susceptibility was observed for larger fillings.
This change of temperature dependence was identified in
Ref. [28] with the coherent hole motion (CHM) regime,
which is present in the two-orbital model as well.

The temperature dependence of the average square of

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
T

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

c

n = 1.7

n = 1.8

n = 1.9

n = 1.95

n = 2.0

FIG. 11. (Color online). Temperature dependence of local
static charge susceptibility χc for various fillings n (solid lines
correspond to U = 1.4 and dotted lines correspond to U =
1.6).
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T
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n = 1.7
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n = 1.9
n = 1.95
n = 2.0

FIG. 12. (Color online). Main plot: temperature dependence
of the square of local magnetic moment ⟨S2

i ⟩ for U = 1.4
(solid lines) and U = 1.6 (dashed lines). Insets: interorbital
spin correlator ⟨Sz

1S
z
2 ⟩ (top) and intraorbital (single-orbital)

double occupation −⟨nm↑nm↓⟩ (bottom) at various fillings n
for U = 1.4. Open and filled circles indicate maxima of ⟨Sz

1S
z
2 ⟩

and −⟨nm↑nm↓⟩ respectively.

the local magnetic moment ⟨S2
i ⟩ is similar to half fill-

ing (Fig. 12, main plot). In particular, near half filling
it monotonously increases with decreasing temperature,
which shows the formation of the LMM. With increase
of doping the maximum of the temperature dependence
of local magnetic moment is formed, showing onset of
screening. In stark contrast to the single-orbital case
[28], the temperature of the maximum of LMM forma-
tion only weakly changes with doping. Resolving the
intra- and interorbital contributions (Fig. 12, insets)
shows that the maximum of the intraorbital contribu-
tion −⟨nim↑nim↓⟩ strongly shifts to larger temperatures
similarly to the single-orbital case, but in the two-orbital
model it is compensated by the interorbital contribution
⟨Sz

i,1S
z
i,2⟩, which maximum remains unchanged with dop-

ing. Therefore, the interorbital correlations, originating
from Hund exchange, provide a decisive role in preserving
LMM with doping.

The evolution of spectral functions in the doped regime
is of particular interest for determining presence of LMM.
In the single-band case it was found [28] that local
magnetic moments at finite doping are present only
in screened form, which corresponds to having narrow
quasiparticle peak at the Fermi level at low tempera-
tures. However, as it is discussed above in this section,
in the two-orbital case the effect of Hund interaction is
significant for providing stability of LMM. The spectral
functions A(ν) are shown in Fig. 13 for both U = 1.4
and U = 1.6. At small doping and temperatures T ∼ 0.2
– 0.3 we find a dip of the spectral functions at (or close
to the) the Fermi level, which corresponds to the LMM
formation. Thus, despite the delocalization of charge car-
riers with decreasing filling, the Hund exchange between
orbitals preserves the LMM. Qualitatively, this can be
explained by the necessity to increase the energy of elec-
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FIG. 13. (Color online). Temperature evolution of spectral functions A(ν) at different interaction U and concentration n. The
dotted lines mark the ν = 0 boundary, indicating the density of electronic states at the Fermi level.

trons by Hund exchange when breaking the LMM, which
is comparable to the hopping parameter. Therefore, in
contrast to the single-band model, in multi-band model
the hopping becomes much less effective for breaking the
LMM. This is an essence of Hund metal behavior.

To summarize the results for the doped system, we
consider the phase diagram in Fig. 14. We consider the

1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0
n

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

T

SCR
QP

TK, orb

c

QP damping at Fermi

QP peak at Fermi

max of LMM

TK

max of

MI

PLM+HPLM+CHMCHM

FIG. 14. (Color online). The phase diagram away from
half filling for U = 1.4. The symbols on the diagram are
the same as in the half filled case in Fig. 9. The PLM+H
(PLM+CHM) phases correspond to the preformed local mo-
ments, accompanied by localized (moving) holes. The Mott
insulator (MI) region is shown by the violet area. Between
the PLM and SCR modes there is a regime of appearance of
quasiparticles before screening (QP).

case near the transition (U = 1.4), for U = 1.6 the phase
diagram looks similar except for the extent of the insula-
tor and screening regions. As it was noted above, the or-
bital Kondo temperature remains almost unchanged with
doping (cf. Ref. [7]) and only increases slightly, which
implies an increase of the distribution of electrons in dif-
ferent orbitals (see Eq. (4)). At small doping the tem-
peratures of charge compressibility maxima remain close
to TK,orb, as in the undoped case. With further decrease
of temperature, a wide region of the formation of a local
magnetic moment (PLM) is observed, obtained from ob-
servations of electronic spectral functions. Despite pres-
ence of holes, at small doping we find sufficiently wide
PLM+H regime, where owing to the Hund exchange, de-
localized charges do not destroy completely the LMM,
which coexists with free charge carriers (i.e. holes). With
significant doping (n < 1.85), similarly to the single-
orbital case, the maximum of temperature dependence of
charge compressibility is changed by its minimum. The
corresponding region n < 1.85, which previously was
attributed to the coherent hole motion (CHM) regime,
contains however a part with preserved local magnetic
moments (PLM+CHM regime), which finally changes to
CHM itself. At low temperatures a screening region ap-
pears. We define the boundary of the screening region
by reaching the maximal value of the LMM, and, as can
be seen, the maximum of the intra-orbital correlations
is reached at much larger temperatures, while the effect
of interorbital correlation persists shifts the maximum to
much lower temperatures. Importantly, the temperature
of the onset of screening is suppressed in comparison to
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the single-orbital model [28] and separated from the re-
gion of formation of LMM by narrow QP region, which
is present in the single-orbital model only at half filling
[28]. Fully screened local moments are represented by a
Fermi liquid below the Kondo temperature TK .

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the effect of local magnetic mo-
ments in the presence of Hund exchange in the two-band
Hubbard model. We found that the formation of local
magnetic moments starts below the orbital Kondo tem-
perature TK,orb. In agreement with previous studies, this
temperature scale is much higher than the Kondo tem-
perature TK, which opens broad temperature window for
the LMM formation. In essence, it demonstrates the be-
ginning of the formation of the LMM, conditioned by
Hund correlations. At half filling we find the phase di-
agram, which looks similarly to the single-orbital case
[27, 28], except that narrow part of the QP region is
found also above the insulating phase.

In conrast to the single-orbital case, we find that pre-
formed local moment (PLM) regime is preserved with
doping. Another important feature obtained is that the
temperature of screening of local magnetic moments and
Kondo temperature TK changes only slightly with dop-
ing, as does the orbital Kondo temperature TK,orb, dis-
cussed previously. The wide region of formation of local
magnetic moments is preserved at finite doping, in con-
trast to the single-band model, due to contributions from
the inter-orbital interactions.

The frequency dependence of spectral functions con-
firms presence of the region of LMM formation, where
the spectral function is suppressed at the Fermi level,
while the spectral weight is redistributed to the energy
of |σ, σ⟩ states. We also note the presence of the LMM in
the unscreened state even with significant doping, which
is absent for the single-band Hubbard model. With larger
doping, the local magnetic moments are destroyed.

In the present paper, we use the Ising form of Hund
exchange, which is often considered in the first princi-
ple DFT+DMFT calculations. Consideration of SU(2)
symmetric Hund exchange has to be performed in fu-
ture. We also do not consider magnetic correlations due
to the long-range order in the ground state. In this re-
spect, the results are applicable to frustrated lattices.
Consideration of the effect of local magnetic moments on
the possibility of long-range magnetic order requires con-
sidering non-local cluster or diagrammatic extensions of
dynamical mean field theory.

More generally, the results of this paper can be further
used for the description of materials with almost formed
local moments, such as Hund’s metals. The consideration
of the effect of local magnetic moments on the possibility
of unconventional superconductivity[21, 41–43] is also of
certain interest.
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Appendix A: Green’s function and excitation
energies in the atomic limit

We have according to Lehmann’s representation

Glσ(iνn) = −
∫ β

0

dτeiνnτ ⟨clσ(τ)c†lσ(0)⟩

= − 1

Z

∑
mn

∫ β

0

dτe(iνn+Em−En)τ−βEm |⟨m|clσ|n⟩|2

=
1

Z

∑
mn

|⟨m|clσ|n⟩|2

iνn + Em − En
(e−βEm + e−βEn) (A1)

where the summation over n and m is performed over the
states listed in Table A1, Em are the respective energies,
and Z =

∑
m exp(−βEm) is the partition function. We

therefore obtain

Glσ(iνn) =
n0,σ + n0,0

iνn +∆E1
+

nσ,σ + nσ,0

iνn +∆E2

+
n−σ,σ + n−σ,0

iνn +∆E3
+

n↑↓,0 + n−σ,0

iνn −∆E4

+
nσ,↑↓ + nσ,−σ

iνn −∆E3
+

n↑↓,−σ + n−σ,−σ

iνn −∆E2

+
n↑↓,σ + n↑↓,0

iνn +∆E4
+

n↑↓,↑↓ + n↑↓,−σ

iνn −∆E1
, (A2)

where nm = exp(−βEm)/Z and

∆E1 = E|0,0⟩;|↑↓,↑↓⟩ − E|σ,0⟩;|σ,↑↓⟩ =
3U − 5J

2
=

7

8
U,

∆E2 = E|σ,0⟩;|σ,↑↓⟩ − E|σ,σ⟩ =
U + J

2
=

5

8
U,

∆E3 = E|σ,0⟩;|σ,↑↓⟩ − E|σ,−σ⟩ =
U − J

2
=

3

8
U,

∆E4 = E|↑↓,0⟩ − E|σ,0⟩;|σ,↑↓⟩ =
5J − U

2
=

U

8
. (A3)

(last equality in each line corresponds to the case J =
U/4).
In the limit T → 0 (β → ∞) we have the only non-zero

occupation numbers nσ,σ = 1/2 and therefore obtain the
expression for the Green’s function:

Glσ(ν) =
1

2

(
1

ν + U+J
2

+
1

ν − U+J
2

)
. (A4)
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Configuration State energy E E1 = E(U ′ = U−2J) E2 = E1(µHF ) E3 = E2 − E2,|↑,↑⟩ E3(J = U/4)

|↑, ↑⟩, |↓, ↓⟩ U ′ − J − 2µ U − 3J − 2µ −2U + 2J 0 0

|↑, ↓⟩, |↓, ↑⟩ U ′ − 2µ U − 2J − 2µ −2U + 3J J U
4

|↑↓, 0⟩, |0, ↑↓⟩ U − 2µ U − 2µ −2U + 5J 3J 3U
4

|↑↓, ↑⟩, |↑↓, ↓⟩, U + 2U ′−
3U − 5J − 3µ

|↑, ↑↓⟩, |↓, ↑↓⟩ −J − 3µ
− 3U−5J

2
U+J

2
5U
8|↑, 0⟩, |↓, 0⟩,

−µ −µ
|0, ↑⟩, |0, ↓⟩
|↑↓, ↑↓⟩ 2U +4U ′−2J −4µ 6U − 10J − 4µ

0 2U − 2J 3U
2|0, 0⟩ 0 0

TABLE A1. Energies of various states in the atomic limit; µHF = (3U − 5J)/2 is the chemical potential, corresponding to half
filling.

Further analysis of spectral functions in the presence of
the hopping can be performed e.g. within the Hubbard-
I approximation and broadens peaks, corresponding to
Hubbard subbands. In DMFT analysis the respective
peaks are further broadened by quasiparticle damping,

originating from temperature and interaction effects.
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